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Journalists Use Meaningful Quotes

In journalism even if you have an amazing article, without a quote the reader will doubt you and want
a clarifying quote by someone else. After conducting an interview, hook the reader with the person’s
exact words.i People want to listen to other’s opinion.

- The first step is to find a powerful quote using an interview
(tip: find the quote that matches what you’re talking about the most)

- Find a space in the article where the quote you chose fits best.
-
- Insert the quote and don’t forget “Quotation marks”
-
- The last step is to add a little information about the person who said the quote
and add a label.

-
Great Finished Product: “My favorite theme park is Disneyland,” 7 year old Kaitlyn reports.

Not so Great Finished Product: Hi my name is Kaitlyn and my favorite theme park is Disneyland.
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